The `authortitle-tcomp` style

This style essentially combines `authortitle-terse` and `authortitle-comp`. It will implicitly enable the `sortcites` package option at load time.

Additional package options

The dashed option

By default, this style replaces recurrent authors/editors in the bibliography by a dash so that items by the same author or editor are visually grouped. This feature is controlled by the package option `dashed`. Setting `dashed=false` in the preamble will disable this feature. The default setting is `dashed=true`.

\cite examples

\textcolor{green}{Averroes}
Aristotle. \textcolor{green}{Physics}
Aristotle. \textcolor{green}{Rhetoric}

Multiple citations

Aristotle. \textcolor{green}{Physics Poetics Rhetoric Averroes}
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